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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this publication is two-fold: to show

how the natural features on campuses can be used effectively in
environmental education and to plead for preservation of as much of
the natural landscape as possible on new school sites. Since
opportunities for teaching about nature are easily found on the
grounds around a school, this booklet outlines briefly some of the
ways teachers can make the most of this opportunity, and gives
sources for additional material and assistance. Campus and program
development discusses the outdoor site, classroom preparations, and
project ideas built around the history of conservation, plant life,
animal life, nonliving elements of the environment, light, water,
weather, temperature, soil, minerals, and fire..Trails, signs,
amphitheaters, ponds, weather stations, and models that can be built
or developed at the outdoor learning facility are enumerated under
teaching aids. The final section suggests additional projects which
can be undertaken with little preparation necessary--leaf
identification, snow study, animal food habits, habitats, fireplace
construction, cooking, compass skills, insects, clouds, measurement,
growing plants, seeds, birds, trees, soil stuly, moisture and rain
gauges, pond life, food manufacturing, decomposition, climbing
plants, and woodlands. A bibliography is appended. (BL)
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USE THAT CAMPUS

The purpose of this publication is two-fold: To show
how the natural features on campuses can be used
effectively in environmental education, and indirectly
to plead for preservation of as much of the natural
landscape as possible on new school sites. It is not
designed as a permanent guide for teachers to use in
developi:ig curricula incorporating natural sciencesit
does Hot include any of the multitude of opportuni-
ties in the language arts, mathematics, or other
subject areas. Many educational opportunities exist in
all of these subject areas and when teachers step inw
the out-of-doors, the opportunities for learning in all
fields will become evidentwhat French teacher
could help translating for her students the word "la
fleur" (flower)?

Educators today are coming to recognize the urgent
need for children to learn about mankind's depen-
dence on natural resources, a dependence that is no
longer self-evident in a society where the water comes
from faucets and heat from wall sockets. Today's
students must come to understand the relationship
between man and nature if we are to have in the
future the sustained public support that will be
essential in protecting a threatened environment.

Ideally we might like to have outdoor education
centers available everywhere, staffed by teachers
highly trained in environmental education but the
need cannot wait for that. We must begin now to
show young people what makes the world tick, and
how man fits in.

One of our best opportunities for teaching our
children about nature is often overlooked. It is just
outside your window, on the grounds around your
school. Here the elementary school child's natural
curiosity about the outdoors can make the learning
process enjoyable and exciting. This booklet outlines
briefly some of the ways in which teachers can make
the most of that opportunity, and gives sources for
additional material and assistance.

CAMPUS AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The settings of most elementary schools in the
Tennessee Valley are suitable for use as environ-
mental educational facilities. Most have one or two
acres of undeveloped woodland or grassed area
adjacent to the school building or nearby. Unfortu-
nately, it is the vogue with planners and builders to
devegetate and level school sites in the course of
construction, removing all naturalness from the scene.
It would take little effort to assure the protection of
the existing trees and topography whose destrUction
is not essential to the new structural complex. And
they could be used to great advantage. The dupli-
cation of the variety of flora and fauna normally
present on proposed school sites would be costly,
time-consuming, and probably impossible to dupli-
cate once removed. Leaving it would save consider-
able money and add tremendously to the potential
for classroom use.

To achieve full benefit of short projects out-of-doors,
classroom preparation is essential. A discussion of the
subject before it is actually encountered gives the
student certain important points or clues to look for
and presents him with an explanatory background
more difficult to get across later. In addition the
benefits, problems, effects on man, and man's effects
on the subject can be explained so that the student
has a meaningful grasp of the project situation.



Any number of field trips or short outings into a
nearby wooded area can be built around discussions
of the following major categories:

(1) History of ConservationMost subjects which
deal with nature have a historical background. Rather
than a series of lectures, a word about the past (the
pristine condition, man's effects, laws) will put new
perspective Jn the point of interest.

(2) Plant LifeTeachers should be acquainted with
the common trees, shrubs, and animals: which will
likely be encountered outside the classroom. Excel-
lent guides are available through the University of
Tennessee, the U. S. Forest Service, the U. S. Soil

Conservation Service, the National Park Service, and
other agencies. A basic knowledge of plants, available
in any high school biology book, will be of great help.
Teachers might want to know how a plant uses water,
air, light, and minerals; what the plant produces; the
major identifying features; the functions of a leaf,.
stem, flower, fruit, and root; where plants are found;
where they do not occur and why; how man uses
plants; how plants fit into the food chain of all
animals.

The above can be a formidable list, but it needn't be.
Remember, the presentations must be short and
simple. Expert, detailed knowledge is neither required
nor necessarily desirable. The teacher is expected
merely to introduce such material.

(3) Animal LifeAgain, it is not required that a
teacher know something about all animals or every-
thing about one. Basic information to be found in
any biology book is enoughfor example, the
common classes of animals: mammal, bird, reptile,
amphibian, fish, insect, spider, worm, sponge, proto-
zoa, mollusc. Representatives of each will be near the
school and the common ones should be known, The
teacher also should be able to tell what each common

_

animal cats; who its enemies arc; where it is usually
found; why it's there; something about its life
nistorv; its ability to produce young; its effect on
man; man's effect on it; its effect on other plant and
animal life; the effect of plants and other animals on
it; its dependence on sun, light, water, and minerals.

(4) The Nonlivirig Elements of the EnvironmentJust
as no plant or animal lives without the influence of
other living creatures around it, neither does life
occur without influence from its nonliving surround-
ings. Since these elements are so important to life, it
makes sense to tic life to its physical environment in
teaching youngsters of any age.

LightEnergy may be transformed into different
types (light, heat, chemical, mechanical) and can be
stored, but once lost, it cannot be regained. Energy
transfers are never 100 percent efficient. Therefore,

each time energy is changed from one form to
another or is passed from one organism to another,
some is lost. Here the teacher can emphasize the
importance of the sun for our existence.

WaterLife as we know it cannot
exist without water. Water is a physi-
ological necessity for all protoplasm.
It comes to us most frequently as rain
or snow, but its continued availability
in this form is dependent on the hydrologic cycle of



evaporation-precipitation-runoff to the sea. Precipita-
tion amounts and seasonal timing, along with temper-
atures, regulate natural vegetation types (and indirect-
ly, animal types) which live in any geographic area.

Water is found in many forms on the earthrain,
snow, sleet, hail, dew, fog, clouds, ponds, lakes, and
rivers. It is also locked into plant and animal tissues
and in our soils. Ground water is found below the
surface and water is a part of most minerals.

Water has a great influence on climate, on soil
formation, and on the plants and animals of a region.
It isa medium supporting aquatic life as air supports
terrestrial life. One of our greatest problems today is
that water being used to remove man's ever-increasing
domestic and industrial wastes is becoming so over-
loaded with foreign matter (chemical and particulate)
that at sonic locations it requires massive treatment
before it can be used domestically or recreationally.
Perhaps the best solution to this problem is severe
restriction of pollutant admission into rivers and
lakes.

Water, in the form of rivers, lakes, and ponds,
provides habitat for animal and plant communities
radically different from those found in terrestrial
settings. Fish, amphibians, birds, insects, molluscs,
algae, and aquatic plants which are common to ponds
and streams should be familiar to the teacher. It is

interesting to note the variability in forms and to
compare adaptations between aquatic and dry land
forms.

Weather-- Few subjects affect our actions and temper-
aments as constantly as the weather. Meteorologythe
study of the atmosphere and phenomena occurring in
itis most interesting and important for all to

appreciate and understand. Air is all around us. L,
2I-percent oxygen cont:Tt is essen- I to plant and
animal life, to soil formation, to ge..a ,!..1c weathering.
Air also can carry moisture, other gasses, and
dust. Smoke from our factories, fumes from our
automobiles, dirt fro7-.-, roads and industry enter the
air we breath Like water, air has been taken for
granted as an unlimited medium for pollution dilu-
tion, and like water, we find there are very real
reachable limits. The safe limits have been passed in
many parts of our country. Without increased and
constant watchfulness man can easily produce air
unfit for his own use.

Moving air (wind) is interesting. All wind can eventu-
ally be traced to the energy source of the sun. Is wind
important? Yes, indeed. Wind distributes and dis-
perses many types of plant seeds: it can drive ships,
pump water, destroy cities, bring clouds and rain,
cool a sweaty brow, push a lake out of its basin, hold
up a kite, or blow away a -whole region's topsoil. Its
direction and force are easily measured.

Air is heavy. At sea level, nearly 15 pounds per square
inch press against all objectstop, sides, and bottom.
Air gets thinner with altitude, and the pressure
diminishes. Since air has mass, airplanes and birds
may fly. Lateral surface pressure differences cause
wind. A common barometer can demonstrate air
pressure changes, but simple weighing an empty vs.
inflated balloon shows that air has weight,

An important function of air is to carry imiisture
humidity. Clouds are isible evidence of water vapor
condensing, but clear air usually contains invisible
water vap( . High humidity is often responsible for
the uncomfortable sticky feeling on hot summer
days. Low humidity drys the skin as it allows
increased evaporation rates. Transpiration in trees is
low when the humidity is high, and high when the



humidity is low. Rapid evaporation rates may be
shown by the temperature reduction resulting from
swinging a thermometer with its bulb covered with a
piece of dampened cloth.

Temperature is a most important feature of our
environment. Life in any form cannot exist except
within a relatively small range of temperature
extremes. Temperature rhythms, daily and seasonally,
along with rhythms of light and moisture, largely
control times of activity of plants and animals.
Temperature is often responsible for limiting the
range and habitat for organisms. Arctic regions
support fewer types and numbers 1 0"

of animals and plants because most
cannot withstand the rigors of
extreme cold, drouthy conditions,
and the long periodicity of seasonal
light. Foods for vegetarians are
scarce and food chains are short.
Conversely, the temperate zone with its stimulating
seasonal changes is filled with a tremendous variety of
plants and animals adapted to fill nearly every
conceivable niche in soil. grass, trees, air, and water.

Adaptations to temperature variation take many
forms in plants and animals. In winter, some plants
die, leaving seed behind to germinate the following
spring. Others die back to the root, only to sprout
again after winter is over. Deciduous trees cease their
growing processes, drop their leaves, and lie dormant
during winter months, while evergreens only slow
down until the weather warms. Animals have an even
greater variety of responses to cold. Sonic sleep all
winter (bears), sonic hibernate (chipmunks, night-
hawks), some migrate from mountains to the valleys
(deer, elk, songbirds), others remain active (voles,
squirrels, titmouse, chickadee) but change their feed-
ing and other behavior to It the season. Sonic
creatures change their covering to white (snowshoe
hare, ptarmigan) to be less visible against a snow
background; most mammals store fat and grow
heavier coats to use during the cold season.

Spring and summer temperatures likewise bring
changes. This is the time for new plants, new growth;
a time for most creatures to have their young. Food is
plentiful and the weather is warm.

SoilSoil has been defined as any of the earth's
mantle which supports plant life. It is a product of
parent rock, weathered minerals, water, living organ-
isms, and their remains. A very interesting demon-
stration of soil can be made by cutting a vertical
section into the ground to show the various layers:
litter, duff, leafmold, humus, leached, mineral, and
parent material.
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MineralsAll living organisms on the earth depend.
directly or indirectly, upon minerals to supply ess( r
tial elements. Minerals arc natural compounds
elements making up the earth's crust. Most of u
seldom think of their importance. Let's look at just a
few: (1,) common table salt (N aCi) is a mineral, mined
from naturally occurring deposits or extracted from
the sea. Without salt, our food would taste flat. Rut
more important, without the sodium in salt, which
maintains fluid balance in animals and which is

responsible for healthy cells, we could not live.

Similarly, potassium, calcium, magnesium, and others
arc required elements found in natural minerals.



Rocks are nonuniform mixtures of minerals. Deposits
of a single mineral are relatively rare, but rocks are to
be found almost anywhere. When geologic weathering
occurs, rock and mineral wear down, split, chemically
dissolve, and generally break down into smaller parts
such as clay particles or sand. These fine particles
become. incorporated into soil and the minerals
become available to plants and animals.

FireEven though fire is a natural phenomenon of
our environment, it is generally thought of as a danger
and a plague in the forest. Mankind learned early to
use fire for warmth and for cooking. Ile learned to
use set fire for scaring game into the open. But when
man built cities and developed val. able farmland,
uncontrolled fire was one of his worst enemies;
hence, fire departments and lookout towers.

A fire in the forest is awesome. It sweeps across the
land, roaring, searing, belching flame and smoke, and
killing everything that is caught in its path. But after
the fire is past, new sprouts come up, often of
different species than those destroyed. A whole
succession of plants replace one another Muil finally
trees similar to those originally burned come back.
This normal succession of plants is especially suited
to certain animals during each stage of their return to

-the forest. For example, birds attracted u Lurned
forest in the Southeast might be as follows:

1 to 3 years after fire grasshopper sparrow
meadowlark

2 to 15 years after fire field sparrow
yellowthroat
chat

10 to 35 years after fire cardinal
towhee
prairie warbler

25 to 100 years after fire summer tanager
Carolina wren
wood pewee

75 & more )'cars after fire wood thrush
cuckoo
vireo
titmouse .

hairy woodpecker

Succession after fire adds diversity to the forest, both
in plants and animals. Small scale succession studies
can easily be prepared on a 10 x 10-foot plot of
ground by spading it up and comparing the plant life
from one year to the next.

OUTDOOR TEACHING AiiS

An outdoor learning facility can be developed just
outside your window or on I vacant lot nearby.
(Perhaps a piece of hind donated to the school or a
centrally located park can be used.) Several teaching
aids can be built on whatever land is to be used.

Nature trails, complete with interpretive signs, obser-
vation points, resting plates, and pavement where
needed, can be a great help. The instructor will
quickly become familiar with many interesting fea-
tures along an oft-used path and the class will be
more apt to remain grouped.



Trails should follow existing topography, to avoid
excessive grades. Width suggested is 4 feet to allow
two people to walk abreast. A farm tractor and plow
or a small garden plow can be used to make trails, but
often it is desirable for the children to help in trail
building. Tread may be gravel, pavement, wood chips,
pine needles, or simply indigenous material. Steep
banks formed during trail establishment should he
planted with grass to avoid erosion. Signs might be
placed along the trail identifying trees, animal dens,
bird nests, and plants.

It is useful for teaching purposes and for recreation to
establish an area where a class can sit down in the
outdoors. This can be a multipurpose center. 0- igned
to include an expandable seating capd_ity, a portion
on which a camp or cooking fire nv.v be built, and a
paved area which may be used fir lectures, demon-
strations, and other gathering.;. This is a possible
location for a water fountain, bird feeder, weather
station, or other helpful facilities.

There are numerous possible designs for an amphi-
theater. One is sketched below.

Many school grounds have small drainages or gullies
suitable for constructing a small pond hi hw...c.. will
offer a plant and animal community vastly different
from any dry land community. Construction can be
inexpensive. Part of the trail system can lead to and
across the dam. In sonic instances, a supplementary
water source is required to maintain the pond in dry
seasons. This may require a pipeline from the school
to the pond.

Weather stations containing or adjacent to instru-
ments which measure temperature, humidity, wind
direction, wind velocity, and time of day by the sun
can be attractive and interesting. Such a complex can
demonstrate-hydrologic principles as well as form a
basis of understanding weather, especially if one
station is completed in the open and another con-
structed in a forested location.



Small models demonstrating erosion and correction
methods can be easily prepared by stud,mts. For
example, on a suitably steep slope, clear a 3 x 10-foot
area. After an erosion gully is form d, install a small
wooden retaining darn to form a .It catch-basin to
measure amount of soil movement. Par. .)1 the gully
complex can be planted to quick-growing grass to
demonstrate how vegetation controls the erosion
process.

SOME SUGGESTED PROJECTS

Below is a list of suggested projects and discussion
items which can be undertaken with very little
teacher preparation. Before any are undertaken, a
little advice might be helpful. Success depends largely
on (1) creating anticipation in the classroom, (2),
having manageable groups (ideally no larger than 10),
(3) making the outing short and simple, and (4)
maintaining appropriate discipline.

Leaf IdentificationCollect a

leaf for each student from the
conimon tree species. Let the
class find trees with matching
leaves. Tell something about
each kind of tree. Draw the
leaves.

Snow StudyAsk why snow instead
temperatures, seasons, importance of
snow remnants under trees
when open areas are dry. Ask
why. Discuss importance of
sun to life. Show picture of
snowflake. Search for good
crystals in field.

of rain. Discuss
moisture. Show

Animal Food HabitsPoint out different
woods and fieldsnuts, other
seeds, grass, tender shoots, rot-
ten wood, insects, birds, mice,
and snakes. Ask of each, "What
cats this?" "How do r u
tell)" Discuss different types of teeth, gizzards, bills,
and explain the diversity. Discuss food chains and the
energy flow from sun to plants to animals up to top
carnivore.

foods in

What Lives Here?Discuss various habitats (grass,
briars, trees, caves, stumps, rotting logs, soil, marsh,
lakes) and mention several animals associated with
each. Talk about how each animal uses the particular
area to its advantage. In the field, point out different
types; look for animals or sign.



Fireplace -A year's project for
draw plans and construct an
outdoor grill. Then the groups
may cook their own lunches
out-of-doors occasionally. Use
natural stone and mortar and
involve the whole class in set-
ting stone.

the class would be to

Cooking--At least twice a year have each group cook
and cat lunch. Make it simple (hot

dog, marshmallow, dough hall,

bacon strip) and let each child do
his own cooking and cleaning

up. This will be the first
cooking experience for
many and may be used to
promote self-sufficiency,
cleanliness, and proper use
of out-of-doors. Be sure to
have students pick up litter.

CompassDiscuss primary directions
Show how a compass works
and tell how it is used for map
making, direction finding. In
the field, use a compass to
map a small area. Show how
to use it if lostblindfold a
child, lead him southward,
give him the compass and let
him return by following the
.needle liorthward.

and magrk tism.

InsectsDiscuss how insects are everywhere, their
good and bad aspectsfood for fish, birds; plant
pollination; parasites; products
like honey. Discuss different
nests (paper wasps, mud
daubers, on trees); differ-
ent foods (carrion, plant
juices, leaves, other
insects, roots, blood).
Show how ants dig their
homes, carry food into
their nests. Ask students
o tell about moths, but-
terflies, and bees. Show
these in the field and
have class explain their
behavior.

CloudsDiscuss cloud forma-
tion and water vapor in air.
Then tell about different
major :loud types (cumulus,
stratus, and cirrus), discuss
their formation, heights,
which ones produce rain, light-
ning, snow, or sleet. In the

point out the cloud
types and ask class to tell
about them. Also discuss wind, its causes, strength,
and uses by man. Fly a kit..



MeasuringDiscuss how to measure distances (speed-
ometer, pacing, estimating), tell dif-
ference between linear mea-
surement, area, and volume.
Show how to measure pace
and frGin there let each

student measure a known
distance by %valkin;;. Use

glasses and milk cartons to
demonstrate volume and

use an open lot to show
area.

Grow Something- Let the class dig up a small area
and plant onions, radishes,
or carrots. Each week let

them weed the area and
watch their plants. grow.
When plants mature, use
product in a lunch so

students understand where
these foods originate. The

garden spot can then be

allowed to grow up naturally

a,
QV .6

f or a few years to demonstrif
plant succession.
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BirdsDiscuss birds, wirat
they eat, where they lw,
where they nest, feathers,
bills, colors, and size. Use sun-
flower seed to attract birds to
feeder ;Lid also nail suet to a
tree. Teach identification of
common birds (mourning
dove, cardinal, titmouse, chickadee, white-throated
sparrow, bluebird). I.et class set up two or three
oirdhouses and feeders en school land so they may be
observed from classroom. In field, let students iden-
tify birds and point out nesting places for different
species. Listen for calls.

I # e

eo

Why No Leaves?--Sho differ-
ence between evergreens and
decidukms trees. Discuss tree
rings with sawed-off limb for
demonstration. Show how to

age tree. Discuss function of
roots, bark, stem, and leaves

while in the fields.

SeedsDiscuss the importance
of seeds. Tell about how seeds
are dispersed (wind, water,
attached to clothes, animals, some pass through bird
digestive tracts). Show examples of winged seeds,
cockleburrs,- and milkweed. Ask why so many must
he produced and what happens to those which do not
form new plants.

Soil StudyDiscuss good and poor soil. In field, dig
into: soil and show the important layers (litter,
organic, mineral, and bedrock ). Show how erosion
carries away soil by exposing steep section to rain,

Rain Guage Discuss the importance of moisture to
plant life--to all life. Without water, clean water, we

11 I to are all in trouble. Tell about
deserts, arctic. conditions,
rain forests, and compare
with our deciduous forest
and our + 50 inches of pre-

cipitation a yea,. Place a rain gimp: in school yard
and keep a chart of moisture received.



Pond LifeDiscuss what lives in and around
insects, fish, frogs, dragonflies,
mosquitoes, cattails, lily pads,
and worms. in the field eon-
duct a search for any and all
types of life. Discuss how
requirements of pond dwellers
arc different from inhabitants
of fields and forests. Keep

small aquarium in classroom
with a few pond weeds and
guppies.

ponds

.
--Nidkle
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Food Making- Trees manufac-
_

turn their o\. ii food. Their
green leaves or needles are
food factories. Inside the
leaves carbon dioxide gas
from the air and water

brought up (ruin the roots through small tubes
combine to form snpr with the aid of sunlight. If we
could do the Sallie, we would never have tt, visit the
grocery store.

Return to the Soil ven dunigh dead and lying on
the ground, a tree's job is not
finished. It will return miner-
als to the soil which were
borrowed when the tree %vas
,growing. To do this, tlw tree
ha,: many helpers. .Mushrooms
gro;A on and into the wood,

,o.opv4..
helping to crumble it. Beetles,
centipedes. millipedes, and main' forms of small
creatures dig into and eat the old wood. The lichens,
mosses, and grasses on the trunks help to decay it. In
a few years the lug will he returned to the soil to
make the ground richer for other trees.

Plants That ClimbThere are three types of climbing
plants in most woods. First, the greenbriar or catbriar
which has sharp thorns and green, shiny stems. 'The
grenbriar produces dark berries eaten by nvnv birds
and other annuals. Second, the grapevine, which 111;1V
he recognized by its shreddy bark and large, juicy
fruit. The vines often support nests of various kinds

and the fruit is eaten by more than 3() k;nds of
annuals. Third, is poison ivy. The rootlets cling to
the tree hark and it has three shiny leaflets. This is a

Puis°11°Ils plant to beware of, since touching it may
bring out a red rash which hurts, itches, and spreads.
A rule to remember is: Leaflets three, let it he!

Soil Making Soil consists 1)1 finely broken mineral
rock mixed with remains of
li ir:r plants and animals. In
addition, most soil contains
roots and animals still alive.

Look at any rock exposed to
the surface for a long time
see the crust -like plants

(lichens) growing on it. these
lichens hug the bare rock and
produce an acid that slowly
erodes the rock surface. Later the crumbling rock can
support the pale green, leafy lichens Fin:111v, mosses

can grow along with the leafy lichens, then grasses,
then hushes, and lastly trees. '1.111S 1:11:.'s a long, long

time probably oll1V a spoonful of soil has formed
from this rock since the time you were born,

The Woodland- 'Frees are certainly friends of the
earth. Their overhead leaves give shade from the sun,
shelter from the wind, soften the fall of rain, and add
moisture and oxygen to the air, Later, when the
leaves fall to the ground and rot, the soil is made
more fertile. Many animals live in the woods: worms,
insects, and moles in the soil; squirrels, owls, and
woodpeckers in hollow trees: catbirds, blue jays, and
warblers in the tree branches; foxes, chipmunks, and
rabbits in underground burrows- all these animals
find food and shelter in the woods. Many of them
help the trees by eating insects, improving the soil,
and spreading tree seeds. Each plant and animal
benefits the community in which it lives.
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(Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc. Dan-

ville, Ill.)

Field Study Manual to Outdoor Learning,
1.50 Burgess Publishing Co., Milliken,

McDonald, Hamer, 1968

2.35

Field Trips, Nickelsburg, Burgess Publish- 2.00

ing Co., 1964

Glory T rail, Ernest Swift "The great
American migration and its impact on
natural resources." National Wildlife Fed-

3.00 eration, Washington, D. C., 1958

Conservation of the Campsite, American 1.00

Camping Association, Inc., Martinsville,

Indiana

Conservation Quickies (A set of classroom

activities), Interstate Press, Danville,

Illinois, 1968.

Golden Nature Series Guides, Zim, Simon 1.00

and Schuster, Golden Press

Guide to Wildlife Feeding Injuries on

Conifers in the Pacific Northwest. Law.
rence, et al, Western Forestry & Conserva

1.50 tion Association, 712 U. S. National Bank
Building, Portland, Ore.

Curriculum Enrichment Outdoor, Hug 3.00

and Wilson, Harper & Row, 1966

1.75

Guidelines to Conservation Education 2,50
Action, Isaac Walton League, 1326 Wau
kegan Rd., Glenview, Illinois



Indian Legends of the Pacific Northwest, 2.00
Ella Clark, University of California Press

Learning ab)ut Soil and Water Conserva-
tion, Fox & Rotter, Johnsen Publishing
Co., Lincoln, Nebraska (Workbook, Gr.
3.5)

Manual for Outdoor Laboratories, Weaver,
Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc., Dan-
ville, Illinois

2. Books

Atlas of the Pacific Northwest, Resources &
0.60 Development, Highsmith, Oregon State Univer-

sity, Corvallis, Oregon

1.50

Natural Resource Use in Our Economy, 1.50
with study aids, Stead, Joint Council on
Economic Education, 2 West 46th St.,
New York, N. Y. 10036

Nature Centers & Outdoor Conservation 2.00
Education Books, Audubon Society, ea.

1130.5th Ave., New York, N. Y. 10028

a. A Nature Center for Your Community
b. Planning a Nature Center
c. Manual of Outdoor Conservation Education
d. Trail Planning & Layout
c. Wildlife Habitat Improvement

A Quality Environment in the Tennessee
Valley, Tennessee Valley Authority,
Knoxville, Tennessee

Resources of Tomorrow, Henry Becker, 1.00
Holt Rinehart & Winston, Inc., (American
Problem Series)

Teaching in the Outdoors, Hammerman &
Hammerman, Burgess Publishing C ,

1964

Conservation -in the People's Hands, American
Association of School Administration, 1964

Conserving American Resources, Parsons (Prey,
tice Hall, 1964)

Conserving Natural Resources, Shirley Allen
(McGraw, 1959)

Deserts on the March, Paul B. Sears (U. of
Oklahoma, 1959)

Environmental Conservation, Ray Dasman
(Wiley)

Field Book of Nature Activities and Conservation,
Hillcourt (Putnam)

Find a Career in Conservation, Jean Smith (Put-
nam, 1959, Gr. 5-9)

First Book of Conservation, Frances C. Smith
(Putnam, 1959, Gr, 4.7)

Fish and Wildlife, Carroll B. Colby (Coward,
1955, Gr. 5.8)

3.00 Future Environments of North America, (Natural
History Press, Garden City, New York, 1966)

Techniques for Teaching Conservation 3.00
Education, Brown, Mouser, Burgess Publi-
shing Co., 1964

The Forest and the Sea, Marston Bates, A 0.60
Mentor Pocket Book

The Web of Life, John Storer, Signet 0.60
Pocket Science Series

You and Conservation (A Checklist), 0.10
American Camping Association, Inc., Mar-
tinsdale, Indiana

Gifts from the Forest, Gertrude Wall (Scribner,
1958, Gr. 5.8)

Handbook for Teaching Conservation and
Resource Use, National Association of Biology
Teachers

Living Earth, Farb (Harper, 1959)

Our Friend the Forest, Patricia Lauber (Double-
day, 1959, Gr. 2.6)

Our Mineral Resources, an Elementary Textbook
in Economic Geology, Riley (Wiley)



Our Wildlife Legacy, Durward L. Allen (Funk,
1953)

Outdoor Education, Smith, et al (Prentice Hall,
1964)

Politics and Conservation, Poo ley (Harper)

Recreational Use of Wild Lands, Brockman
(McGraw Hill, 1959)

Resources in America's Future, Landberg, Fisch-
man, Fisher (Patterns of Requirements & Avail
abilitics 1960. 2000), published for Resources for
the Future, Inc., by John Hopkins Press

Riches from the Earth, Carroll L. Fenton (Da:
Gr. 6-9, 1953)

Seeing America's Wildlife, Deverux Butcher
(Devin)

Soil Savers, Carroll B. Colby (Coward, 1957, Gr.
3-6)

Some U. S. Department of Agriculture Yearbooks
(Supt. of Documents, Washington, D. C.)

Grass . 1948
Trees -1949
Water -1955

Soil 1957
Land - 1958
A Place to Live- 1963

(Each year a limited supply of the current
yearbook is available free by writing your
Congressman)

Teaching Science through Conservation, Munzer,
Brandwein, Mcgraw, 1960, 437 pages

Underground Riches, Walter Buehr (Morrow,
1958, Gr. 5-8)

Water for America, Van Dersal, Wm. & Ed
Graham (Walck, 1956, Gr. 4-8)

Waterfowl Tomorrow, U. S. Dept. of Interior
(Supt. of Documents, Washington, D. C.)

Water or Your Life, Arthur Carhart (Lippincott,
1959)

Water! Our Most Valuable Natural Resource, Nall
Green (Coward, 1958, 4-8)

Water, Water Everytvhere, Mary Walsh (Abington,
1953, Gr. 5-7)

Wildlife for America, Van Dersal, Wm. & Ed
Graham (Walck, 1949, Gr. 6.9)

Wildlife Management, Ira Gabrielson (Macmillan,
1951)

Your Forests, Martha Bruere (Lippincott, 1957,
Gr. 7-9)

3. Films

Sources of Organization and Agency Assistance-

1. Tennessee Game and Fish Commission

2. Tennessee Division of Forestry

3. Tennessee Division of Geology

4. Tennessee Valley Authority

5. U. S. Forest Service

6. U. S. Army Corps of Engineers

7. U. S. Soil Conservation Service

8. National Park Service

9. Local Agencies County Extension Service,
ASCS, SCS

10. National Audubon Society

11. National Wildlife Federation

12. Boy Scouts of America

13. Etc.

14. Etc.


